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Marketing strategies of coca cola project report

Zacks Research Daily presents the best research result from our team of analysts. Today's Research Daily presents new research reports on 16 large populations, including Alibaba Group (BABA), Berkshire Hathaway (BRK. B) and Coca-Cola Company (KO). These research reports have been hand-selected from the
approximately 70 reports published by our team of analysts today. You can view all of today's research reports here &gt;&gt;&gt;Alibaba shares have performed lower than Zacks' Internet Commerce industry in the year-to-date period (+46% vs. +63.2%) on the back of the continuous momentum in the company's growth
profile in its domestic market that seems to have weathered the pandemic much better than many other parts of the world. In addition, strengthening Alibaba's cloud business with its growing customer base continues to drive its performance. His new retail strategy is also gaining momentum. This is helping growth in
Tmall Import, Hema food grocery business and Intime Department Stores.However, the higher costs associated with new initiatives remain a major concern. Moreover, economic uncertainties related to coVID-19 and anti-macro winds in China are the main concerns. In addition, increased competition from e-commerce
players poses a risk. (You can read the full research report on Alibaba here &gt;&gt;&gt;) Berkshire Hathaway shares have lost -0.3% in the last year to Zacks Insurance - Fall of the property industry and accidents of -4.7%. Zacks analyst believes Berkshire Hathaway is expected to benefit from its growing insurance
business, as well as the manufacturing, service and retail segments, and finance and financial products and strategic acquisitions. Berkshire's history of inorganic growth remains impressive with strategic acquisitions. A strong cash position supports purchases bolted to profits and indicates their financial flexibility. Noninsurance companies are delivering better results with higher revenues in recent years. A robust capital level provides additional momentum. However, exposure to loss of catastrophes induces profit volatility and also affects the results of property subscription and company victims. Moreover, huge capital expenditure
remains a headwind. (You can read the full berkshire Hathaway research report here &gt;&gt;&gt;) Coca-Cola shares have gained +9.5% in the past six months against the Zacks soft drinks industry's increase of +8.3%. The Zacks believes Coca-Cola's movement to accelerate digital expansion would provide a pathway
for long-term sustainable growth. You're ready to win from streamlining your portfolio by exiting Zombie brands that will help divert resources to brands with the most growth potential. It is also accelerating investments to expand the presence in the digital channel driven by changing consumer preferences amid the
coronavirus. The company's lost top line estimate of declines in account for nearly half of their income. It also lost share of the overall value of NARTD beverages driven by mixing negative channels due to softness in the channel outside the home. (You can read the full Coca-Cola research report here &gt;&gt;&gt;) Other
notable reports we present today include Medtronic (MDT), International Business Machines (IBM) and Fiserv (FISV).5 Stocks Set to DoubleEach was hand-selected by an Zacks expert as the favorite stock #1 to earn +100% or more in 2020. Each comes from a different sector and has unique qualities and catalysts that
could fuel exceptional growth. Most of the actions in this report fly under the Wall Street radar, providing a great opportunity to get into the ground floor. Today, see these 5 possible home runs &gt;&gt;Sheraz MianDirector of The Research Note: Sheraz Mian heads Zacks' resource research department and is a wellregarded expert on aggregated profits. It is often cited in print and electronic media and publishes weekly Earnings Trends and Earnings Preview reports. If you would like an email notification each time Sheraz publishes a new article, click here&gt;&gt;&gt;Today's Must ReadAlibaba (BABA) Rides On New Investments
&amp; Cloud GrowthSolid Insurance Business Aids Berkshire (BRK. B), Cat Loss AilCoca-Cola (KO) Boosts Digital Investments Amid PandemicFeatured ReportsRobust Ventilator Production Aids Medtronic (MDT) at Pandemic Zacks analyst is optimistic about intensifying Medtronic fan production to meet the global
needs of COVID-19-related patients. Strong uptick in IBM Amid High Debt Cloud Solutions helpPer Zacks' analyst, IBM's hybrid cloud solutions, are witnessing strong adoption, driven by the synergies of Red Hat acquisition. Fiserv (FISV) Rides on Buyouts, Product Suite Amid Debt WoesThe Zacks analyst likes Fiserv's
acquisition strategy to expand its customer base and improve its product portfolio. High debt can limit the company's future expansion. Cost control actions, high iron prices to Drive Vale (VALE)By Zacks analyst, high iron ore prices, lower debt levels and its relentless focus on improving quality, productivity and reducing
costs will drive Vale.Strategic Buyouts Aid Public Storage (PSA), Rent Woes AilPer analyst Zacks, purchasing and development efforts allow public storage to capitalize on growth opportunities. Solid balance supports BNY Mellon (BK) Amid low ratesPer Zacks analyst, a solid balance Efforts to improve efficiency through
cost control will help BNY Mellon.BioMarin (BMRN) Key Drugs Push Sales, Valrox Delay ConcernsStrong demand is driving sales of BioMarin's key drugs, Vimizim and Kuvan. However, Zacks' analyst believes that the possible delay in Valrox's approval is a major blow. New New Support for cable growth Rogers
Communications (RCI)By Zacks analyst, the steady gain of postpaid subscribers in the wireless segment, and the increase in the number of Internet users are benefiting Rogers Communications. Sunoco (SUN) will grow in vast fuel distribution operationsSo Zacks analyst, Sunoco is expected to generate stable cash
flows from its engine fuel distribution business in the U.S. wholesale market. In addition, its cost-calculation measures are commendable. New DowngradesWeak Revenues, Low Profitability Hurt Western Union (WU)For Zacks analyst, revenue is suffering due to COVID-19 leading the decline in remittances and
increasing competition. High compliance and other costs weigh on margins, which impairs profitability. Low Visitation at Macau Hurts Wynn Resorts' (WYNN) ProspectsPer Zacks analyst Wynn Resorts has witnessed a smaller visit at Macau casinos due to the coronavirus pandemic. Virtu Financial (VIRT) continues to
deal with high costs But Zacks analyst, the company's high spending has been pushing margins. In addition, a decrease in market volatility offers it with lower trading opportunities and profits. Want the latest recommendations from Zacks Investment Research? Today, you can download 7 Best Actions for the next 30
Days. Click for this free report Medtronic PLC (MDT) : Free Stock Analysis Report CocaCola Company The (KO) : Free Stock Analysis Report International Business Machines Corporation (IBM) : Free Stock Analysis Report Fiserv, Inc. (FISV) : Free Stock Analysis Report Berkshire Hathaway Inc. (BRK. B) : Alibaba
Group Holding Limited (BABA) Free Share Analysis Report : Free Share Analysis Report To read this article about Zacks.com click here. Zacks Investment ResearchWell, it's official. Joe Biden is now President, and will be backed, at least in the short term, by Democratic majority in both Chambers of Congress. Wall
Street is taking the move of the new Administration, and sees, among its first movements, a boost in fiscal stimulus that is likely to make geese consumer spending, increase corporate profits and provide overall economic support in the first half of 2021. Covering the situation of Goldman Sachs is investment strata David
Kostin, who is bullish in the short-term outlook for fiscal stimulus. In light of this, Kostin puts Goldman's outlook for this year at GDP growth of 6.4%; sees a continued next year, and sets the 2022 prediction to 4%. These outlook figures have gone up from the previously published 5.9% and 3.7%. To this end, Kostin sees
the S&amp;P 500 reaching 4,300 at the end of the year, which would be a 12% gain over current levels. Elections have consequences. Democratic control of Washington, D.C. after January 20 higher fiscal spending, faster GDP growth, more inflation and higher interest rates than we had previously assumed, Kostin said.
With markets looking up, investors are looking for stocks that are ready for profit. Penny shares, stocks priced at less than $5 per share, are a natural place to look for potential winners. Its low price means that even a small incremental gain will translate into large percentages. However, before jumping directly into an
investment in a penny stock, Wall Street professionals advise looking at the bigger picture and considering other factors beyond the price tag. For some names that fall into this category, you really get what you pay for, offering little in the way of long-term growth prospects thanks to weak fundamentals, recent headwinds
or even large stock counts in circulation. Considering the risk, we use the TipRanks database to find compelling penny stocks with bargain price tags. The platform directed us towards two tickers prices of sports stocks below $5 and Strong Buy consensus ratings from the analyst community. Not to mention substantial
upward potential is on the table. AzurRx BioPharma (AZRX) We will start with a company specialized in gastrointestinal diseases, AzurRx. This company focuses on the creation of recombinant non-systemic therapies aimed at gastrointestinal ailments. AzurRx has a portfolio of three drug candidates, at various levels of
the development process. The key pipeline candidate, MS1819, is being investigated as a treatment for exocrine pancreatic insufficiency for patients who also suffer from cystic fibrosis. MS1819 is a recombinant lipase, derived from a yeast strain. The drug is designed to target fat molecules in the digestive tract, allowing
patients to absorb decomposed fats for nutritional value. The drug is currently in phase 2 trials, which are scheduled for completion in the first half of this year. As of January 21, the first two patients in the Phase 2b OPTION 2 extension study have been dosed with treatment, and the Data Monitoring Committee (DMC)
continues to support the program. In another important event, AzurRx announced earlier this month that it is entering into a partnership with First Wave Bio to study the oral and rectal formulation of Niclosamide to treat colitis associated with the immune checkpoint inhibitor (ICI-AC) and gastrointestinal infections related
to COVID-19. The estimated market for niclosamide as for COVID-related gi gastrointestinal problems exceeds $450 million. Based on multiple potentially significant clinical catalysts as well as their $0.98 share price, several street members think now is the right time to pull the trigger. Jonathan Aschoff of Roth Capital is
bullish at AzurRx, basing his long-term forecasts on the likely success of MS1819. We base our valuation for AZRX on future U.S. projected sales of for the treatment of PPE due to CF and CP, using an initial annual price of around $18,000, a price that is consistent with the PERTs currently available. We projected
MS1819 to be marketed in the U.S. in 2023, generating sales of $272 million by 2030. Ex-EE.U. commercial success for MS1819, or the commercial success of the early-stage beta-lactamase program would provide an advantage to our valuation, Aschoff noted. The analyst also looks forward to the initial clinical
outcomes of Niclosamide in COVID-19 GI infection and potentially ICI-AC, noting: Niclosamide was approved by the FDA in 1982 to treat intestinal tapeworm infections and is on the World Health Organization's list of essential medications. Given the millions of patients who have taken the drug, the safety profile has
been largely established, reducing the risk of development. Considering all of the above, Aschoff rates AZRX as a purchase, and its $7 price target suggests a very high 608% up for next year. (To view Aschoff history, click here) Overall, the consensus analyst for AZRX share is a Strong Buy; the stock has 4 recent
reviews, including 3 Purchases and a single hold. In addition, the average price target of $4 raises the upward potential to 304%. (See AZRX stock analysis in TipRanks) ProQR (PRQR) ProQR is a biotechnology company focused on treatments for congenital progressive blindness. Specifically, the firm is working on
medications to reverse a group of genetic eye disorders called hereditary retinal diseases. These diseases currently have no effective treatments. The company has a research portfolio of five drug candidates, at different stages of the research process. The two that are further away are QR-110 (Sepofarsen), and QR421. Of these two, QR-110 is currently in Phase 2/3 studies. This candidate is an RNA therapy designed to correct the most common CEP290 genetic mutation that causes Leber congenital amaurosis 10 (LCA10). This is a serious genetic retinal disease that affects up to 3 out of 100,000 children. QR-421 is another RNA
therapy, focused on exon 13 mutations in the USH2A gene. These mutations cause blindness due to retinitis pigmentosa and/or Usher syndrome. QR-421 is in Phase 1/2 studies, with the aim of restoring lost vision or preventing loss in the first place. Covering JMP's actions, analyst Jonathan Wolleben points to
Sepofarsen as a key component of his bullish thesis. We still feel good about the likelihood of success of sepofarsen in Illuminate for multiple reasons: 1) Phase 1/2 confirmed the target record dose and the dosage (6 months); 2) patients had clinically significant and lasting BCVA improvements after 12 months – pivotal
primary endpoint; (3) secondary supportive effectiveness (FST) measures; 4) similar responses observed in the second treated eyes; 5) long-term safety confirms positive risk/benefit; and 6) Illuminate Illuminate population was enriched on the basis of Phase 1/2 results (baseline view of the &gt;/hand movement). We
assigned a 60% POS and the LCA10 as a $300 million chance to PRQR at maximum penetration, Wolleben opined. In line with his optimistic outlook, Wolleben puts a $20 price target on stocks, which means 384% a year at the helm, along with a De Outperform rating (i.e. Buy). (To view Wolleben's history, click here)
However, PRQR gets a unanimous Strong Buy rating from the consensus analysts, based on 3 positive comments on stocks. Stocks are currently trading for $4.13, and their average price target of $20.67 is slightly more bullish than Wolleben's, suggesting a 400% advantage for the next 12 months. (See PRQR stock
analysis in TipRanks) To find good ideas for trading penny stocks in attractive ratings, visit TipRanks' Best Shares to Buy, a newly launched tool that brings all TipRanks' capital ideas to the ground. Disclaimer: The opinions expressed in this article are only those of leading analysts. The content is intended for use for
informational purposes only. It is very important to do your own analysis before making any investments. Joe Biden has been inaugurated as the 46th president, just two weeks after Democrats blocked Senate control with victories in Georgia's two second-round election. These events give the Dems control of the
Chambers of Congress and the White House. While his margins of Congress are narrow, as narrow as possible in the Senate, where new Vice President Kamala Harris will have to cast tiebreaker votes in a 50-50 chamber, Democrats have the votes to push their legislative agenda. And part of that agenda is federal
cannabis legislation. Don't expect it to happen right away, as Congress and President Biden will have many other priorities to manage first. But Governor Andrew Cuomo of New York, a prominent politician in the Progressive Wing of Democrats, promised state-level legalization in his state discourse, and like California,
New York tends to be a trend- creator. In addition, Biden has chosen Federal Judge Merrick Garland as his choice to lead the Department of Justice; Garland is generally seen as a centrist, but has a court record of federal banking respecting cannabis legalization regimes at the state level. [With] room for capital
valuations to continue to move forward, we remain bullish with American cannabis and believe that 2021 will be a crucial for the industry... We believe that investors will increasingly benefit from better visibility into the company's growth rates and specific operational metrics through 2021... We are also looking for a
continuation of state-led legalization initiatives, said Jesse Pytlak of Cormark Securities. With this in mind, we use the TipRanks database to take a closer look at two cannabis populations backed by leading cannabis analysts. These received enough support from the analyst community to get a strong Buy consensus
rating. Aphria, Inc. (APHA) based in Leamington, Ontario, Aphria is one of the giants of the legal cannabis sector in Canada. The company has a market capitalization of more than CA$4 billion, and reported more than CA$160.5 million in its last fiscal quarter, an annual gain of 33%. That figure was a company record.
The company announced in December an agreement for the merger and acquisition with competing firm Tilray, a move that will create the world's largest cannabis company, with a market value of CA$5 billion. The agreement will see all Aphria shareholders receive 0.8381 shares from Tilray. The merged entity will trade
under the TLRY stock ticker when the move is complete. In the meantime, investors can take comfort in Aphria's stock growth. Stock has added up to 124% in the last 52 weeks. A significant portion of that gain has come in the 5 weeks since it announced Tilray's agreement; APHA shares have appreciated 58% in that
time. Aphria has caught the attention of 5-star Cantor analyst Pablo Zunaic, who believes the company's prospects are all about what APHA + TLRY can do in a rapidly deregulation cannabis world. Zunaic added: The leading Canadian company (16% APHA rec share plus TLRY 4% share), with a looming international

unit (export to Israel, Germany Poland, Malta; production in Germany/Portugal; German distribution), more auxiliary assets that may be useful depending on the form of future deregulation, should deserve a premium... In line with these reviews, the analyst rates APHA as an overweight (i.e. Buy), and its price target of
ca$26 implies 59% upward potential of current levels. (To view Zunaic history, click here) Zunaic is not the only bullish analyst in Aphria. The company has 10 recent reviews, and its breakdown is 8 Purchases vs. 2 Withholdings, causing the analyst to see a Strong Purchase. However, recent stock appreciation has
pushed the trading price above the average price target of CA$15.09; APHA shares are priced at $16.32. (See APHA share analysis in TipRanks) Trulieve Cannabis (TCNNF) Trulieve is a $5.23 billion medical cannabis company operating in California, Connecticut, Florida, Massachusetts, Pennsylvania and West
Virginia. The company's headquarters are located in Florida, the third largest state in the country by population, where it has a 51% market share in the medical cannabis sector. The rapid growth of medicinal cannabis has huge growth in the price of Trulieve's stocks over the past year. Trulieve shares have gained an
impressive 296% in the last 12 months. Medicinal cannabis is a profitable and growing market, and Trulieve's income reflects this. The company has reported an ever-increasing top line over the past two years, with the most recent quarterly report, 3Q20, showing samples million, a company record and a 13% quarter-byquarter profit. Needham's 5-star analyst Matt McGinley summarizes a bullish case about Trulieve, noting: While our fundamental prospects for the industry and this company have not changed substantially to '21, the prospects for federal reforms have improved as have the prospects for financing that growth based on
recent capital markets activity. As such, we believe that multiples will re-qualify higher to more appropriately reflect the industry's high growth rate. Unsurprisingly, the analyst rates TCNNF as an Outperform (i.e. Buy), and sets a price target of $60.50, suggesting that the stock will grow by 38% over the next 12 months.
(To view McGinley's history, click here) Strong Buy analyst's consensus rating in this action shows that Wall Street agrees on the value of Trulieve. The rating is based on 6 unanimous Buy reviews. The average price target of $49.49 suggests a 13% advantage from the current trading price of $43.93. (See Trulieve stock
analysis in TipRanks) To find good ideas for trading cannabis stocks at attractive ratings, visit TipRanks' Best Shares to Buy, a newly launched tool that brings all TipRanks capital ideas to a whole. Disclaimer: The opinions expressed in this article are only those of leading analysts. The content is intended for use for
informational purposes only. It is very important to do your own analysis before making any investments. Mom reveals how she earns 1000 pounds every day working from home, after her online trading platform worth 10 million pounds! In an interview with Bloomberg TV's Front Row, historic investor Jeremy Grantham,
who is often credited with several market conscious calls over the past two decades, insists that a steady increase in stocks, encouraged by free money from the Federal Reserve and the government cannot continue without consequences. Investor Business Journal What is a dividend and which companies have the
best-yielding dividends? Read on for an introduction on how best to approach this investment method. The $1.9 trillion relief bill could reduce your premiums by hundreds of dollars. We've all heard that the primitive bird catches the worm. Well, what if the early investor captures the glory? Be cautious about how you
allocate your $730 million Powerball-winning money. Big Tech has been on the news lately, and not necessarily for the right reasons. Allegations of corporate censorship have made headlines in the Weeks. While serious, this can have a healthy effect: the public discussion of Big Tech's role in our digital lives is far
behind. And that discussion will begin just as the fourth quarter and full year 2020 financial numbers begin. Of FAANG's actions, Netflix has already reported; the other four will release the results in the next two weeks. Therefore, upcoming profits will attract well-deserved attention, and Wall Street analysts are already
publishing their views on some of the most important components in the market. Using the TipRanks database, we pulled out the details of two FAANG club members to find out how each one thinks the street is going to publish their fourth trimester numbers. According to the platform, both have received a lot of love from
analysts, earning a strong Buy consensus rating. Facebook (FB) Let's start with Facebook, the social media giant that has redefined our online interactions. Together with Google, Facebook has also directed us digital marketing and advertising, and mass internet monetization. It's been a profitable strategy for the
company. Facebook's market capitalization is up to $786 billion, and in the third quarter of 2020, the company reported $21.5 billion on the top line. Ahead of the fourth quarter report, which expires on January 27, analysts forecast revenue at or nearly $26.2 billion. This would be in line with the company's pattern of
increasing quarterly performance from the first quarter to the fourth quarter. At the predicted sum, revenues would increase by 24% year after year, roughly consistent with the 22% profit of the time already seen in the third quarter. The key metric to consider will be the growth of daily active users; this metric slid slightly
from the second quarter to the third quarter, and further decline will be taken as a sinister signal to the company's future. As it is now, the average daily number of Facebook users is 1.820 million. Prior to printing, Oppenheimer analyst Jason Helfstein increased his price target to $345 (from $300), while reiterating an
Outperform rating (i.e. Purchase). Investors pocket a 26% increase in case the analyst's thesis is uneded. (To view Helfstein's history, click here) The 5-star analyst commented, [We] anticipated that 4Q advertising revenue will exceed street estimates. We now forecast advertising revenue of 4Q +30% and/and versus
Street's estimate of +25% based on a regression of U.S. standard media index data (r-square 0.95) and accelerating overall Gupta Media CPM data (4Q +35% and/or vs. 3Q's -12%). In addition, we are very bullish at FB's e-commerce opportunity after conversations with our checks and our initial work of conservative
store estimation is a $25-50B opportunity versus the current revs of $85B. We believe that stocks currently operating at 7.1x EV/NTM sales offer the most favorable risk/reward on the Internet of high capitalization. In general, the of social media remains a beloved wall street, as tipRanks analysis shows FB as a strong
buy. This is based on 34 recent reviews, which are broken down to 30 purchase ratings, 3 holds, and 1 sale. Stocks are priced at $276.10 and the average price target of $327.42 suggests a one-year advantage of 19%. (See FB stock analysis in TipRanks) Amazon (AMZN) Going back to e-commerce, we can't help
Amazon. The retail giant has a market capitalization of $1.65 trillion, making it one of four publicly traded companies about the trillion-dollar mark. The company's famous price is famous for overlooking, and has grown 74% since this time last year, far outperfiding wider markets. Amazon's growth has been supported by
increased online sales activity during the 'crown year'. Globally, online retail has grown by 27% in 2020, while total stores slid by 3%. Amazon, which dominates the online retail sector, is expected to end 2020 with $380 billion in total revenue, or 34% growth year after year, surpassing global e-commerce profits. Cowen
analyst John Blackledge, with a 5-star rating by TipRanks, covers Amazon and is bullish about the company's prospects before the profit release. Blackledge rates the Outperform of the stock (i.e. Buy), and its price target, at $4,350, indicates confidence at 31% upwards in the one-year time horizon. (To view Blackledge
history, click here) We forecast 4Q20 we report revenue of $120.8BN, +38.2% and/or +37.4% and/or 3Q20 LED by AWS, advertising, subscription and 3P sales [..] We estimate the growth of the US Prime subcysan accelerated in 4Q20 (reaching 76MM subs in December '20 and 74MM on average in 4Q20), aided by the
demand for pandemic, Prime Day in October, and the extended shopping period, as well as the delivery of 1 day [...] In '21, we expect strong frontline growth to continue driven by e-commerce (helped by COVID pull forward in Grocery), adv., AWS &amp; sub businesses, blackledge opined. That Wall Street is usually
bullish on Amazon is no secret; the company has 33 registered reviews, and 32 of them are Shopping, compared to 1 Hold. Shares are priced at $3,301.26 and the average price target of $3,826 means another 16% will grow this year. (See AMZN share analysis in TipRanks) To find good stock trading ideas at attractive
valuations, visit TipRanks' Best Shares to Buy, a newly launched tool that brings all tipranks capital ideas to a whole. Disclaimer: The opinions expressed in this article are only those of leading analysts. The content is intended for use for informational purposes only. It is very important to do your own analysis before
making any investments. EVgo, LS Power's wholly owned subsidiary that owns and operates public fast electric vehicle chargers, has reached an agreement to become a publicly traded company through a merger with special purpose acquisition company Climate Change Crisis Real Impact I Acquisition Corporation.
The combined company, which will be included the new EVGO ticker symbol will have a market valuation of $2.6 billion. Management of LS Power and EVgo, which today own 100% of the company, will be rolling up all their capital in the transaction. Lakiuudistus puolitti korkokaton. Lainan hakeminen voi pot
kannattavampaa kuin koskaan aiemmin. Edulliset hinnat ovat voimassa vuoden loppuun asti. Investor Business DiaryThe stock market is riding a bullish wave, but here comes a tsunami of profits, led by Apple and With the Nasdaq extended, here's what needs to be done. GameStop shares (GME) closed 51% more than
$65.01 each on Friday after an apparent crush from short sellers. The financial expert and radio host says these money mistakes can be costly. Europeans are increasingly turning to digital in the ways they spend, save and invest. The investor's business diaryA uptrend continues, now is the time to build your watch list
and look for actionable ideas. Veeva Systems is the latest addition to the IBD's list of long-term leaders. Investor DailySnowflake, Palantir and C3.ai marked three of last year's biggest IPO. All three software growth actions were fixed by the end of 2020. But Palantir's stock is back and has high ratings. AT&amp;T Inc. is
at the beginning of a pivotal year as it tries to navigate the pandemic and beyond. AT&amp;T's Warner Bros. film studio (T) was arguably the most aggressive in moving movies to its streaming platform, and the company is expected to have spent a lot on a recent wireless spectrum auction that was crucial in defining the
5G landscape. The closure of theaters has harmed the film business, while a more limited list of live television programming has increased subscriber erosion on DirecTV.China is one of the most polluting countries in the world, a reality dating back to when this power emerged as a developing country. Investors are
finally giving these traditional automakers credit for their investments in electric and autonomous vehicles. It is your best start to the 1987.La since your national debt may seem as far removed from your investments as your parents' debt from your bank account. But because your parents' debt, if the federal government's
budget deficit grows too much, it could affect your daily life and investments in a painful way. (Bloomberg) -- Thanks to the whims of the accounting world, Donald Trump's administration had the opportunity in the final weeks of the presidential race to cancel more than $200 billion in student loans without an immediate
impact on the Department of Education's huge portfolio. However, he did not. Now, maybe Joe Biden will. For years, bean accountants in the department have been writing down the value of their portfolio of $1.4 trillion in student debt as they took increasingly pessimistic views on how much borrowers will pay. In
September, analysts made their biggest adjustment to date, valuation loans at just 82 cents for every dollar owed, up from 104 cents in 2015, records Debt is now worth $258 billion less than the outstanding amount. If officials under Education Secretary Betsy DeVos had decided to identify some of the borrowers less
likely to pay, and then had forgiven those debts, they would not have made a dent in the remaining value of the portfolio. Such losses were, theoretically, already reflected anyway. By Wall Street standards, government loan repayments are gigantic, gigantic, $98 billion in September alone. While they have gone virtually
unnoticed in the political sphere so far, they will almost certainly draw attention now, as consumer advocates urge Biden's new administration to ease the burden on young professionals and launch the pandemic-scoured economy. Some are beginning to ask: If the government doesn't expect to collect hundreds of billions
of dollars from borrowers, why not try to erase it now? Betsy DeVos has already decided that a lot of this debt is not going to be repaid, said Mike Pierce, director of policies at the Nonprofit Student Borrower Protection Center and former official of the Federal Bureau of Consumer Financial Protection. That makes it much
easier for the Biden administration to justify cancellation. The Department of Education did not respond to messages seeking comment before and after the change in administration. Loans or RentShortly after his inauguration as president of the United States on Wednesday, Biden asked the department that extended
his predecessor's pandemic policy of relinquisusing interest and that he continued to allow borrowers to skip monthly government-owned student loan payments until at least the end of September. About 24 million borrowers have stopped payments, according to department data. Biden has expressed sympathy for
borrowers, but suggested that he is reluctant to eliminate debt without an act of Congress. In November, he said student loan burdens are holding people behind. They're in serious trouble. They're having to make decisions between repaying their student loan and paying their rent. While Wall Street often values its debt
holdings based on the prices they would get on the market, government reductions mainly reflect amounts that were not expected to recover. From a valuation perspective, that means there wouldn't be much immediate difference between forgiving convicted loans and waiting for borrowers to leave their pockets empty.
Still, there's the question of moral hazard: If the authorities offer relief to distressed borrowers, it could create an incentive for others to stop paying as well, causing more of the portfolio to sour. Hurry up for reliefMete from the gap between what is owed and what the government calculates will be repaid comes from loan
programs that tonquil monthly payments relative to borrowers' income. Income-based repayment plans promise the possibility of loan forgiveness after two decades of constant repayment, or a decade for utility workers. Tailor-made borrowers' annual defaults rose beyond $1 million, Barack Obama's administration made
repayment plans more and more generous. Enrollment has tripled since 2014.The expected cost of income-based plans has also increased. The Department of Education recently realized that borrowers in the plans were gaining substantially less than it had anticipated. So the government went through its projections of
borrowers' future income by increase the estimated tab to be forgiven in later years. There is already significant loan forgiveness, said Constantine Yannelis, who researches student debt and teaches finance at the Booth School of Business at the University of Chicago. We're talking about uploading it or giving it to
borrowers who wouldn't qualify for it under current rules. Yannelis said he recently found that the debt owed by low-income borrowers had a lower current value to the federal government than the debt owed by high-income borrowers. The increase in loan cancellations between the board makes little sense, but the
government has all the information it needs to target forgiveness, said Adam Looney, a professor of finance at the University of Utah whose student loan research dates back to his time as a tax official in the U.S. Treasury Department. In fact, he said, the Department of Education's own assessment reflects the belief that
the government will eventually cancel large amounts owed by people earning little or at least very little in relation to their debts. Lenient loans could encourage prospective students to over-borrow in the hope that their debts will be eliminated, federal consumer office advisers warned in a report this month. And that could,
in turn, eliminate some of the pressure on universities to reduce their costs. But there is a growing expectation in the public anyway that relief is coming. In a December survey conducted by the Federal Reserve Bank of New York, respondents estimated that there is a 39% chance -- more than ever in five years of voting
-- that the federal government will cancel a certain amount of student loans over the next year. For more articles like this, please visit us at bloomberg.comScrib now to stay ahead of the business news source.©2021 Bloomberg L.P.The secret of the language expert: How to start learning any language in just 15 minutes
a dayA lot of opportunity exists in the global $1 trillion cloud software market , but investors should be careful how they approach space, according to Goldman Sachs. Cloud analyst Kash Rangan initiated coverage of 12 cloud software shares with the following ratings: salesforce.com, inc. (NYSE: CRM) initiated on Buy,
$315 price target. Microsoft Corporation (NASDAQ: MSFT) started on Buy, price target of $285. Workday Inc (NASDAQ: WDAY) started on Buy, $300 target. Adobe Inc (NASDAQ: ADBE) started on Buy, target $580. ServiceNow Inc (NYSE: NOW) started at Buy, target $670. Splunk Inc (NASDAQ: SPLK) started Buy,
$240 target. Intuit Inc. (NASDAQ: INTU) started at Neutral, $430 target. Snowflake Inc (NYSE: SNOW) started on Neutral, a $310 target. Elastic NV (NYSE: ESTC) started in Neutral, target $190. VMware, Inc. (NYSE: VMW) started at Neutral, target $150. Autodesk, Inc. (NASDAQ: ADSK) started on Sell, target $270.
Oracle Corporation (NYSE: ORCL) started on Sell, target $60. Related link: BofA BofA Cloud stock coverage, top picks names for 2021The thesis in the cloud: The big race in most software stocks has skete Goldman's bullish coverage toward attractively valued, high-quality growth stocks, Rangan said in a Thursday
initiation note. Salesforce, Workday, and Splunk will likely see improvements in their backlogs and an acceleration in free cash flow growth due to easy comps year after year, the analyst said. Goldman is modeling 24% year-over-year FCF growth for Salesforce and 33% FCF growth for Workday in the second half of the
2021.In addition, Rangan said the market may be underestimating the potential for Microsoft Azure revenue growth to recover after diving below 50% , increasing the margins and overall profitability of the company. We believe the fundamentals remain strong as Digital Transformation catalyzes cloud adoption and drives
the industry, pandemic or not, the analyst said. The global cloud services market could be up to seven times larger than it is today in the long run as more companies digitize their businesses, he said. To Take: The Pandemic rapidly accelerated economic digital transformation by forcing many companies to adapt to a
remote work environment. Some companies are likely to return to their old way of doing things once the pandemic is over, but the vast majority won't. See more of Benzinga * Click here to view Benzinga options operations * Here's How Much Investing ,000 In Morgan Stanley Stock 5 Years Ago Would Be Worth Today *
Citron's Andrew Left Says GameStop Is 'Pretty Much In Terminal Decline'(C) 2021 Benzinga.com. Benzinga does not provide investment advice. All rights reserved. The president has ordered the Treasury to end the often long waits for payments. Arnold Donald, CHIEF financial officer David Bernstein and Arnaldo
Pérez, the cruise line's attorney general, sold a total of $2.7 million in shares. Action.
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